LEAP

ELECTRIC HEIGHT
ADJUSTABLE DESKING

Increase productivity
Prolong life expectancy
Improve circulation
Burn fat

Standing just 15 min per hour
provides great health benefits.
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LEAP SINGLE
Leap Single is a stand alone electrically height
adjustable desk. Our frame can be manually
expanded to accommodate tops from 1200mm to
1800mm in width and electronically adjusted from
595 to 1245 in height, all at the touch of a button.
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LEAP SINGLE

Height 595 - 1245mm, stroke: 650mm | Width 1080 - 1800mm, stroke 720mm
Speed 40mm/s | Dynamic capacity 100kg | Noise < 50 dB | Power 220-230V | Weight 30kg
Available in 2 depths of top: 700mm & 800mm plus 4 widths: 1200, 1400, 1600 & 1800mm.
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LEAP BENCH
Leap Bench features the same adjustability as
the Leap Single desk but in a two person bench
system. Each user can adjust their own desk height
individually via the memory master control unit.
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LEAP BENCH

Height 595 - 1245mm, stroke: 650mm | Frames to fit widths of top: 1400, 1600, 1800mm
Speed 40mm/s | Dynamic capacity 100kg | Noise < 50 dB | Power 220-230V | Weight 30kg
Available in 2 depths of top: 700mm & 800mm plus 3 widths: 1400, 1600 & 1800mm.
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LEAP Single Desk 1600mm width with white frame and
Light Beech (LB) tops with portals. Violle chair white with
Xtreme fabric (XT-18), backrest upholstered in a runner
mesh (RU-17), armrest (P62) in light grey and white fivestar base.
Additional: Translucent cable spine with white magnetic
cable protector and white Panda8 power module.

POPULAR
CONFIGURATIONS

Kito set: (from left) Silver Tambour unit 1850mm, Kito part
closed storage and Kito closed storage (both 1850mm).

LEAP Double Bench 1600mm width with white frame and Light Beech (LB) tops with scallops. Lightup chair white
mesh backrest (SR-15), armrest black polyurethane (P59) and black five-star base.
Additional: White Cable Spine and white kito double bookcase 770mm high.
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LEAP Double Bench 1600mm width with white frame and Polar Birch (PB) tops with scallops.
Screens: SPRINT 1600x800mm, covered with Camira Lucia Campeche fabric (YB301).
Seating: Rollo Classic in Camira Blazer fabric, colour Stone.
Additional: Cable spines in white and Pluto8 power module.
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OPTIONS

Wire Cable Basket
800mm (1200mm Desk tops only)
and 1200mm Versions (all other top
widths) available in Silver and White

Cable Chain
White or Translucent

Magnetic Cable Protector
White and Silver

Plain Top

Top with Portals

Top with Scallop

Top depths 700 and 800mm, Top widths 1200 (single desk only), 1400, 1600 and 1800mm.
Pick from any of our 16 top colours on page 17.
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PANEL

COLOURWAYS

FRAME

Arctic Oak (AO)

Grey Craft Oak (GO)

Urban Oak (UO)

Cherry Marbella (MB)

Silver (SLV) *

Maple (MP)

Polar Birch (PB)

Light Beech (LB)

Beech (BE)

White (WHT)

Tiepolo Walnut (TW)

Dark Walnut (DW)

Carbon Walnut (CW)

Wenge (WG)

White (WH)

Grey (GY)

Graphite (GR)

* available only with single frame desk
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MUSCLE PROBLEMS
If you stay seated all day, your leg muscles and gluteus muscles
will become inactive, thus reducing your ability to sit up straight.

WHY WE
SHOULD ALL
USE A HEIGHT
ADJUSTABLE
TABLE

POOR CIRCULATION
Remaining seated for too long may result in swollen ankles and
varicose veins, caused by fluids sinking down into the legs.

BRAIN ACTIVITY
If you stay fixed in one position, insufficient fresh, oxygen-rich
blood will be pumped around the body, causing brain function
to slow down.

HEART RISKS
Since muscles are less active while a person is seated, they
burn less fat. Together with a higher blood pressure and elevated cholesterol levels, this increases the risk of heart disease.

BACK PROBLEMS
Staying seated for long periods causes weight pressure to be
unevenly distributed over the spine, leading to spinal problems
in the lower back.
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LEAP
LEAP TAKING HEALTH SERIOUSLY

